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1. Automate, Beautify & Refine In "Automate", you can choose
any section of your image to be automatically enhanced in a

specific way. You can also choose to hide areas of the photo that
you do not want enhanced. 2. Reveal Skin Tones In "Reveal Skin
Tones", you can choose whether your photo is enhanced using
the "normal" skin tones or "true" skin tones. This will change the

result of the plugin. 3. Change Skin Tones In "Change Skin
Tones", you can change the skin tones of your photo. The photos

that you choose from the "collection" will help change the skin
tones to match your skin tone and make your skin glow. 4. Skin
Tone Selection In "Skin Tone Selection", you can select the skin
tone of your photo. By clicking the large "open" button, you can
then choose the skin tone that you want to enhance your photo.

5. Sharpen (Add Edge) In "Sharpen (Add Edge)", you can
choose to sharpen your photo or not. You can also make the

effect more subtle or more prominent. 6. Smoothing In
"Smoothing", you can choose to apply smoothing (filtering) to
your photo or not. You can also choose between "smoothing

without change" and "smoothing with change". 7. Highlight Skin
Tones In "Highlight Skin Tones", you can choose to make the

photo darker or lighter. This will make the skin of the photo pop
out more. 8. Lighten In "Lighten", you can lighten your photo

without altering the skin tones. This is the "darker" version of the
highlight. 9. Skin Color Correction In "Skin Color Correction", you
can choose to make your photo whiter or darker. 10. Vignette In

"Vignette", you can choose to apply a vignette effect to your
photo or not. 11. Rotate (90° clockwise) In "Rotate (90°
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clockwise)", you can rotate the photo clockwise (so that it
appears to be upside down). 12. Repeat (two times) In "Repeat
(two times)", you can duplicate the photo by creating a copy of

the original photo
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Digital Anarchy offers free demos for Mac where you can try video and photo plugins; ... Video Beauty Box; no
flicker; Fantastic lightweight wrap; Samurai Sharpen ... Plugin â†’ Video Beauty Box; no flicker; Fantastic
lightweight wrap; Samurai Sharpen ... video for editing and enhancement. 2. Samurai Sharpen... 3. Samurai
Sharpen 4 ... 3. Samurai Sharpen 4 ... 4. Samurai Sharpen 5 ... 5. Samurai Sharpen ... a plugin that will improve
the quality of the video. 5. Samurai Sharpen... Photoshine Sharpen. The program works... Photoshine Sharpen...
Photoshine Sharpen Sharpen - Sharpen. Photoshine Sharpen mark it and choose Sharpen. fffad4f19a
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